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SOLD OFF: Skuld was compelled to dispose of its central Oslo
headquarters
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Skuld boosts effort to
improve ailing image
A MODEST reduction in
claims and a generally improving financial outlook is
reported by Skuld in its annual report.The Oslo-based protection-and-indemnity (P&I)
club, which is battling to improve its market perception
after hitting shipowners with
cash calls on its 1998, 1999 and
2000 underwriting years, is
hopeful it is overcoming its
difficulties.
The club made an underwriting year loss of $16m but
realised a $12.7m profit on the
sale of its downtown headquarters and made a $6.2m investment profit at a time when
most rivals are losing money
on their bond and equity portfolios.
The bottom-line result was
a surplus of $3.3m in one of
the most difficult years the P&I
market has seen.
Skuld has bought two captive insurance companies in
Luxembourg and strengthened its provision for incurred
but not reported (IBNR) claims
by $8m as part of its efforts to
reinvent itself as a leaner,

more streamlined service
business.
The report, issued ahead of
the annual general meeting
next Thursday, says that Skuld
has undergone more profound changes over the last
two years than at any time
since the Second World War. It
also claims that even with the
cash calls, cover by Skuld has
proved no more expensive
than other clubs over the
years.
Administration expenses
have been cut by $2.5m and
25% of Skuld staff have gone.
Meanwhile, owners’ tonnage
in the club has declined by
14% to 29 million gt but free
reserves are up $8m at $78m.
As a result of its sale of the
Oslo building, Skuld plans to
move to new premises before
the end of this year. During
the course of the year Skuld
carried out 126 vessel surveys,
declined cover on 10 ships and
put conditions on the insurance of 16 more.
By Jim Mulrenan
from London

Club blames
blast for loss
of large fleet
A devastating explosion on a Rhine tanker played a key role in events that led to
the Shipowners’ Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association losing a fleet of
up to 6,000 small craft.
JIM MULRENAN
London
The Shipowners’ Club has revealed that despite a run of
large claims, it could not agree
an adequate premium increase
with top Rotterdam insurance
broker Jack Post.As TradeWinds reported at the time, the
club lost most of the huge portfolio of business he controls at
the February renewal.
The highly regarded Shipowners’ Club, which focusses
on small merchant ships and
specialist vessels such as salvage tugs and fishing fleets, lost
$5.85m last year and saw its
free reserves dwindle by a similar amount to $57.8m, mainly as
a result of a $3.1m investment
loss.
The mutual’s annual report
gives a detailed account of the
controversy that led to the loss
of the Post portfolio, which it
describes as “a sad episode in
the club’s history”. Club chairman William Everard of UK
shipping company FT Everard
says the board felt it could not
continue with the Post business

Norwegian pair prepares to
lobby over high cruise limits
Gard and Skuld, the two Norwegian protection-and-indemnity (P&I) clubs, are to join
forces in a bid to influence a
forthcoming international
convention that could make
cruiseships and even ferries
uninsurable.
The two clubs hope to persuade the Norwegian government to argue at the October
diplomatic conference against
plans to raise passenger-compensation limits for the largest
cruiseships to well over $2bn.
The clubs warn that passengers may be the losers under a
revised Athens Convention if
compensation limits as high as
special drawing rights (SDR)
500,000 ($625,000) per person
are set, because the P&I mutuals are unable or unwilling to

provide such cover.
Gard suggests that strict liability limits should be comparable to those facing shipowners from an oil or chemical
spill and that the maximum
cover for which victims would
have the right of direct action
against the clubs should be
around $100m to $125m.
There is growing alarm
among clubs that the conference will set high limits, which
could produce such an outflow
of funds in the wake of a huge
passengership tragedy that
the established system for insuring cargoships would fail.
Gard, which insures a number of passengership owners,
wants to continue to provide
cover for cruise lines, although
some cargoship owners are
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of buying a couple of gas tankers employed in Exmar’s
pool.The ships are believed to be the 24,000-cbm Zeebrugge (built 1983) and the 24,000-cbm Hebris (built
1983). No prices have been revealed.
Sources close to Exmar and Bergesen DY, who own
the ships, say the companies will not sell unless they
are able to secure a very high price.
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prepared to see passenger
risks excluded from P&I cover.
The decision to lobby the
Norwegian government has
been partly influenced by unease among the clubs about
the views of Professor Erik
Rosaeg, director of Oslo University’s Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law. Rosaeg
is seen as an influential advisor to the Norwegian authorities and is also the convenor of
an International Maritime Organisation (IMO) correspondence group that is preparing
for the diplomatic conference.
He appears to take the view
that insurance capacity of
around $2bn should be available and the P&I clubs are being too cautious in warning
that they and their reinsurers
may not be able to cover a
cruiseship catastrophe under
a revised Athens Convention.
As Norway is an important
shipping and marine-insurance centre, the national delegation to the diplomatic conference will likely be quite influential.
By Jim Mulrenan
from London

unless it
was significantly
re-rated
and organised
differently.
There
was also a
run of
large
claims including
one of
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arising
from an
explosion on the 2,119-dwt
tanker Avanti (built 1975) during the loading of a petroleum
cargo at the Erdolchemie terminal on the Rhine.
The blast set fire to another
tanker moored nearby, killing
two and blocking the river.
The club says its reinsurance
record deteriorated, so reinsurance costs and brokerage increased but the amount of premium coming in was unchanged. Consequently, a third

of a surplus built up over many
years was lost through 2000 and
2001.
“Sadly we were not able to
agree with the broker producing most of the business a strategy that would allow us to do
this and they moved most of the
business to another club.We
were disappointed but were
pleased that we retained support from a number of owners
and their brokers,” said the report.
The Shipowners’ Club recorded an increase of 7.7% in
tonnage entered through last
year.The insured fleet now
consists of 26,500 vessels of
10.1 million gt.
Net premiums increased by
12% to $59.8m.The club has one
of the highest average expense
ratios (AERs) as a result of its focus on smaller vessels.This
rose from 18% to 20%.
The club says it faced a 70%
increase in its reinsurance
costs at the last renewal but
kept the support of its core
reinsurers, Swiss Re Munich
Re,Transatlantic Re and underwriters at Lloyd’s.
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